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The dissertation is designated to deliberate, analyze and expound the on-going 
disputes over the Diaoyu Islands in terms of history, geography, international 
jurisprudence and politics. Based on the research about history and international law, 
the dissertation supplies an in-depth study on the present international political 
struggles over the  Diaoyu Islands and systematic considerations of most likely 
countermeasures about the issue. 
The dissertation is composed of ten chapters. It begins with an introduction of 
the purpose and significance of the research, a brief review of academic research, and 
provision of fundamental conceptions, and research methods involved. Chapter 1 
introduces the Diaoyu Islands’ geographical situation, including its natural geography 
of the Diaoyu Islands and their strategic importance. Chapter 2 involves historical 
facts of how Chinese first discovered, named and used the Diaoyu Islands in ancient 
times. Chapter 3 traces when and why the Diaoyu Islands’ acquired names other than 
the Diaoyu Islands by Japanese. Chapter 4 illustrates how Japan stole and took over 
the Diaoyu Islands from China. These above mentioned four chapters eventually 
explains the fact that, historically and geographically, the Diaoyu Islands are one part 
of China, which lays a foundation for deeper study in the following chapters. 
While Chapter 5 analyzes the sovereign rights of the Diaoyu Islands from the 
perspectives of international laws, and expounds the fact that the Diaoyu Islands have 
been China’s territory by way of refuting against Japan’s grounds of argument on the 
issue.Chapter 6 expounds more deeply about the China’s legitimate ownership over 
Diaoyu Islands by further analyses of  international treaties concerning the dispute of 
the Diaoyu Islands and the relations between the treaties and the dispute case by case. 
Hence the above two chapters, in reality, expounds China’s legal ownership over the 
Diaoyu Islands in light of principles of international law. 
Since Chapter 7 analyzes the United States’ role on the Diaoyu Islands’ dispute 
between China and Japan, and the influence over China and Japan in terms of  the 
international relations, Chapter 8 has two other focuses: one is about China’s 
principles and standpoints on the Diaoyu Islands’ dispute,  China’s efforts on 
sovereignty defense and peaceful settlement of the Diaoyu Islands issue, the other is 














Chapter 9 illustrates the feasible settlements of the Diaoyu Islands’ dispute, and then 
expounds Chinese government’s viewpoint that it might be a more attractive means 
than the present situation through laying aside the territorial sovereignty claims and 
starting joint exploitation of the area’s natural resources for the time being, with a 
proposition that our country ought to adopt main principles and countermeasures for 
safeguarding state sovereignty. Chapter 10 states how to protecting Diaoyu Islands 
Movement across the world Chinese communities and its significance and 
development tendency of the issue. 
The Concluding section presents a perspective of the Diaoyu Islands’ dispute, 
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围海域的警戒和巡逻，以图造成对钓鱼列岛的长期的实际的占领。2005 年 2 月 9
日，日本宣称将该国右翼分子在钓鱼岛上非法设立的灯塔收归政府管理。①2008
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